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We examine the dynamis of bipartite entanglement between a two-level atom and the eletro-
magneti eld. We treat the Jaynes-Cummings model with a single eld mode and examine in
detail the exat time evolution of entanglement, inluding ases where the atomi state is initially
mixed and the atomi transition is detuned from resonane. We then explore the eets of other
nearby modes by alulating the exat time evolution of entanglement in more omplex systems
with two, three, and ve eld modes. For these ases we an obtain exat solutions whih inlude
the strong-oupling regimes. Finally, we onsider the entanglement of a two-level atom with the
innite olletion of modes present in the intraavity eld of a Fabre-Perot avity. In ontrast to
the usual treatment of atom-eld interations with a ontinuum of modes using the Born-Markov
approximation, our treatment in all ases desribes the full non-Markovian dynamis of the atomi
subsystem. Only when an analyti expression for the innite mode ase is desired do we need to
make a weak oupling assumption whih at long times approximates Markovian dynamis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In reent years the quest for a quantum omputer has generated muh interest in quantum information proessing
[1℄ and the need for a deeper understanding of the distinguishing quantum features of many body systems, suh as
quantum oherene and entanglement. Reent progress in many areas of physis, espeially atomi-optial, ondensed
matter, low temperature and mesosopi physis, has been brought about by new tehniques (in manipulating atoms
and light) and high preision measurements and fabriation of new materials. The drive for better preparation, manip-
ulation and ontrol on the experimental side is mathed by an adjustment of fous and emphasis of theoretial studies.
There is a trend to go bak to simpler models (e.g., Bose-Hubbard for BEC) but explore the parameter regimes and
physis hitherto unknown or unlear (suh as the BCS-BEC transition, BEC-Mott transition) but made possible only
reently by the high preision and highly manipulative experiments. With these eorts new demands on experimental
designs (suh as aurately positioning an atom in a avity [2, 3℄) for new devies (suh as single atom laser [4, 5℄)
and new theoretial issues (suh as quantum utuations and orrelations, deoherene and disentanglement) ome
to the fore.
It is in this spirit that we explore some of these newly introdued issues in atom-eld interation, with the stated
purpose of better understanding the eets of non-Markovian dynamis and strong oupling between a two-level
atom (2LA) and the eletromagneti eld (EMF). In this paper we will seek rst to give a detailed, general, and exat
treatment of the dynamis of entanglement in the Jaynes-Cummings model. From there, we expand our onsiderations
to inlude the eets of other, nearby eld modes, whih an, in priniple, add new features to the evolution of
entanglement when oupling is strong enough. Finally, we will explore interation between the atom and the full,
innite olletion of modes in the intraavity eld. In all these ases we solve for the exat dynamis [21℄ keeping the
full unitary dynamis of the omposite system, so that our treatment an apture the non-Markovian behavior of the
atom (onsidered as a subsystem) even in the innite-mode ase. In this approah, then, we wish to give a detailed
desription of the muh-studied, single-eld-mode Jaynes-Cummings model and onnet this to strong-oupling and
non-Markovian phenomena in more general models. We want to adopt an approah whih an best preserve the
quantum oherene and entanglement of the system and inlude the full interplay of the subsystems involved (or
bak-ation from its environment, if any one suh subsystem merits speial attention), treated self-onsistently. The
inuene funtional approah we take here is partiularly suitable for suh requirements, and they are neessary
for a orret treatment of disentanglement, beause in general it is an even more intriate and deliate issue than
deoherene.
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2Simpler atom-eld models, suh as that of a 2LA interating with one single EMF mode desribed by the Jaynes-
Cummings model, have solutions in losed form. Suh losed form solutions oer a good omparison with results
involving approximations. Quantum entanglement shows up as `ollapse and revival' phenomena, and has been
studied in depth by Pheonix and Knight [6, 7℄ and Gea-Banalohe [8℄ 15 years ago for initial pure states and Bose et
al [9℄ for initial mixed states. We analyze this problem to obtain the exat time evolution of the entanglement (rather
than just a bound on or average of entanglement) for general, mixed initial atomi states, and we explore the eet of
detuning between the atomi transition frequeny and the avity mode frequeny. This gives us a detailed and exat
piture of the dynamis of entanglement in the well-known Jaynes-Cummings model.
Moving on to more omplex models, we study the ase of a 2LA interating with two, three, or ve EMF modes.
We present an exat solution of the time evolution of entanglement showing the eet of these additional models for
an arbitrary, pure initial atomi state. Using a perturbative approah we give leading order orretions to Jaynes-
Cummings dynamis from other, nearby eld modes in the ase of strong atom-eld oupling. There is a reent
proposal to use the 2LA as a ontrol qubit and the two EMF modes as a target qubit in the making of a CNOT gate
[10℄. Our alulation of entanglement between an atom with an initial mixed state and multiple eld modes may be
useful for these proposed studies.
In support of the new needs mentioned above, our work aims at probing the strong-oupling regime. Strong oupling
is dened as g >> κ, γ, where κ is the avity damping rate and γ is the rate of spontaneous emission from the atom.
In this regime the oherent evolution of the atomi and intraavity eld state is fast ompared to the dissipation rates
in the system, so oherent quantum eets beome important [11℄. This is the regime we explore in treating the few
mode ases.
Beyond the strong-oupling regime, there is also the regime of super-strong oupling g ≃ ∆, where ∆ denotes
free spetral range of the resonator in angular frequeny. While, onventionally, strong oupling is ahieved through
reyling of the light by means of a high Q avity, in the super strong regime the oupling between atoms and light is
already strong during one round trip in the resonator. Thus the atom an aet the mode struture, in addition to the
oupation of the modes, as is the ase in onventional Cavity QED. (This, in our language is when the bak-ation
of the atom on the eld begins to beome important.) Aording to [12℄, this super-strong-oupling regime an be
ahieved for a modest number of ultraold atoms in an optial lattie formed by standing waves in an optial resonator.
Our studies of ases with a few eld modes over this super-strong regime for the ase of a single atom, showing new
behavior in this regime, and they apply to ertain situations for the multi-atom senario whih is experimentally
realisti.
Finally, we study the interation of a 2LA with a avity and its full, innite olletion of EMF modes in ertain
limits, going beyond a simple one- or few-mode treatment. We do not need to invoke the Born-Markov approximation
and our approah generally applies to strong-oupling regimes. Our alulations yield formal solutions for the evolution
of entanglement in terms of integrals, whih admit numerial solutions in the general ase, but in order to obtain
simple analyti solutions we explore a solution for late-time behavior that is perturbative in the atom-eld oupling,
and, so, those expressions are limited to the weak-oupling regime of avity QED and exhibit behavior orresponding
to Markovian expetations.
The seond aim for our work is to probe into the non-Markovian regimes. Sine our system, omprised of one atom
together with the modes of the EMF, is losed, the dynamis of the omplete system is unitary. One may wonder
where non-Markovian dynamis arises. This is a reasonable question beause non-Markovian behavior is usually
assoiated with open system dynamis, whih is the ase when one fouses on one of the subsystems, often the 2LA,
and introdues some oarse-graining in the other subsystem, suh as EMF, whene one begins to see dissipative and
stohasti behavior in the open system. However, stritly speaking, non-Markovian just refers to history-dependent
proesses (involving memories), and it is not just for open systems, in the following sense: It is ommon knowledge in
non-equilibrium statistial mehanis [13℄ that for two interating subsystems the two ordinary dierential equations
governing eah subsystem an be written as an integro-dierential equation governing one suh subsystem, thus
rendering its dynamis non-Markovian, with the memory of the other subsystem's dynamis registered in the non-
loal kernels. All these are happening in a losed system exept now one has shifted the attention to one of its
subsystems. [22℄ When an exat solution for the ombined system is available, as in many of the ases studied here,
one an derive the non-Markovian dynamis in the orresponding ases when the above mentioned proedures are
taken, or if the non-Markovian dynamis is available from an open system onsideration, one an identify the oarse
graining measures introdued. The ommonly invoked Markovian approximation gives rise to dynamis farther remote
from (meaning, less aurate than) the exat solutions.
We must add that investigations into the strong-oupling and non-Markovian regimes are two rather diult tasks,
even for avity QED onditions. This study takes only a small step toward them. Our aim is to gain some intuitive
understanding of the evolution of quantum entanglement in these new territories with a familiar and relatively solvable
model. Muh more work is needed to understand the general features for more ompliated systems in these regimes.
In Set. II we speify the details of the physial system we wish to treat and disuss how we will quantify the
3entanglement present. Set. III disusses the method we adapted to nd the evolution of the system and the eets
of initial onditions assumed. We then treat the spei ases of dierent olletions of EMF modes in Set. IV,
inluding a eld onsisting of a single mode, a few modes, and the full olletion of modes present in an idealized
optial avity. We end in Se. V with a disussion and a summary.
II. SYSTEM AND QUANTITIES UNDER INVESTIGATION
A. Hamiltonian and Initial States Considered
The system we onsider is a two-level atom (2LA) oupled to M eletromagneti eld (EMF) modes. We adopt the
dipole and rotating-wave approximations, negleting motion of the atomi enter of mass. The Hamiltonian of this
system, as given by [14℄, is
Hˆ = ~ω0Sˆ
+Sˆ− +
M∑
k=1
~ωk bˆ
†bˆ+ ~(gkSˆ
+bˆ+ g∗kSˆ
−bˆ†) ≡ Hˆ0 + HˆI (1)
where
Hˆ0 = ~ω0Sˆ
+Sˆ− +
M∑
k=1
~ω0bˆ
†bˆ (2)
is the free Hamiltonian and
HˆI =
M∑
k=1
~δk bˆ
†bˆ+ ~(gkSˆ
+bˆ+ g∗kSˆ
−bˆ†) (3)
is the interation Hamiltonian. Here ω0 is the (bare) frequeny of the atomi transition, ωk is the frequeny of the k
th
eld mode, gk is the oupling of the k
th
mode to the atom, and δk ≡ ωk−ω0. Sine gk ∝ 1/√ωk implies gj = gk
√
ωk
ωj
,
we may hoose to dene things suh that all values gk are real. Where the atom and the eletromagneti eld modes
in question form a losed system, the dynamis of the total system is unitary. For the M = 1 ase, this is just the
familiar Jaynes-Cummings model with no dissipation.
We will assume a separable initial state desribed by the density matrix
χˆ(0) = ρˆA(0)⊗ |0〉〈0| (4)
where all eletromagneti eld modes are in the vauum state |0〉 and the atom may be in an arbitrary (possibly
mixed) state, desribed by the atomi redued density matrix ρˆA(0). If ρˆA(0) is pure then χˆ(t) is pure for all times
due to the unitary evolution.
Traing over the eld, the redued density matrix of the 2LA at time t is given by ρˆA(t) ≡ TrF (χˆ(t)). As is well
known, it an be represented by a point in the Bloh sphere. We will use the spherial polar parametrization of the
sphere, so that ρˆA an be speied by the triple (r, θ, φ), and, as usual, pure states lie on the surfae of the sphere
with r = 1. We hoose (1, 0, φ) to represent the exited state of the atom |e〉 and (1, π, φ) to represent the ground
state |g〉.
In this work we seek to quantify the bipartite entanglement between the atom and the eletromagneti eld (on-
sidered as a whole). We will not look at entanglement with individual modes of the eld separately, nor will we
explore entanglement among the modes of the eld. A loal unitary operation of the form Uˆ = UˆAtom ⊗ UˆField does
not hange the amount of entanglement in the system [15℄, and the time evolution due to Hˆ0, whih relates the
Shrödinger piture to the interation piture, is suh a loal unitary operation; therefore, we may work entirely in
the interation piture and ompute the entanglement of the interation piture state diretly, as though it were the
Shrödinger piture state.
B. Measures of Entanglement
When dealing with pure states, the Entropy of Entanglement (EOE) quanties the amount of entanglement [15℄.
The EOE is dened to be the von Neumann entropy of the redued density matrix of the system.
EvN (χˆ) = S(TrF [χˆ]) = S(ρˆA) = −
∑
j
pj log2(pj) (5)
4where the pj represent the eigenvalues of the redued density matrix ρˆA. The EOE does not depend on whih
subsystem is traed over. We will always trae over the eld degrees of freedom.
When the total state of the system is mixed, the EOE an no longer be used as an entanglement measure. While
many measures of entanglement have been dened, inluding the Entanglement of Formation, the Distillable En-
tanglement, the Entanglement Cost, the I-Conurrene, and others, most of these involve an inmum or supremum
over a large set (often the set of projetor deompositions of χˆ) that is in general diult or impossible to evaluate
analytially and quite ostly to ompute numerially [15℄. We hoose to fous on an entanglement monotone known
as the Logarithmi Negativity (LN) [16℄ beause we an give expliit expressions for the value, and it an be easily
alulated numerially [23℄.
The LN is dened as
EN (χˆ) ≡ log2
∥∥χˆTB∥∥
1
(6)
where χˆTB is the partial transpose in the basis B of the density matrix and∥∥∥Oˆ∥∥∥
1
≡ Tr
(√
OˆOˆ†
)
(7)
is the trae norm of the operator Oˆ. The partial transpose in the basis B = {|j〉A|k〉F } is dened suh that if
χˆ =
∑
j,k,l,m
χj,k,l,m|j〉〈l|A ⊗ |k〉〈m|F (8)
then
χˆTB =
∑
j,k,l,m
χj,k,l,m|j〉〈l|A ⊗ |m〉〈k|F (9)
so that the seond subsystem has been transposed. While the operator produed by this proedure will depend on
whih subsystem is transposed and in whih basis, the trae norm depends only on the eigenvalues, whih will be
independent of these hoies [15℄.
In the ase that the total state of the system is pure, the amount of entanglement an be determined from the
redued density matrix for one of the subsystems, as is lear from the denition of the EOE. In this ase one may
show, using the Shmidt deomposition, that the LN beomes
EN = log2

∑
j
√
pj
2
 (10)
again with pj as the eigenvalues of the redued density matrix. When the total state of the system is mixed, however,
knowing only the redued density matrix is not suient (sine, for example, the redued density matrix of a maximally
entangled state is the same as when the total system is in a separable, ompletely-mixed state). Thus, if we wish to
trak the evolution of entanglement for a total mixed state, we must keep more information than just the redued
density matrix.
III. ENTANGLEMENT EVOLUTION
A. Methods of Solution
For M=1 we have the Jaynes-Cummings model, and one an exatly diagonalize HˆI in the basis known as the dressed
states. The evolution of χˆ in this basis is quite simple, and knowing χˆ(t) we an then alulate the entanglement
using the LN in general and the EOE if χˆ(0) is a pure state. For more than one EMF mode, one an still diagonalize
the Hamiltonian in the same way. Our initial state has all the eletromagneti modes in their vauum, so the energy
arises from the atomi state. This onnes the initial state to a subspae spanned by the zero- and one-exitation
energy eigenstates of Hˆ0. Beause the total system evolves via a time-independent Hamiltonian and [Hˆ0, HˆI ] = 0, we
know that the system will remain in this subspae. We then only need to diagonalize HˆI in the subspae of degenerate
one-exitation eigenstates of Hˆ0. When there are M eld modes, this subspae has dimension M + 1. While this
diagonalization is straightforward numerially, doing this analytially requires the solution to a polynomial of degree
5M + 1, so for M > 3 there is in general no losed form solution. In any ase, having obtained the eigenvalues the
solution is otherwise exat.
For a pure initial state χˆ(0), however, we only need the redued density matrix ρˆA to nd the entanglement.
Anastopoulos and Hu [14℄ found the solution for the evolution of ρˆA(t) in these types of systems with these initial
onditions. Given an initial atomi state (1, θ, φ) at time t the redued density matrix of the atom interating with
M modes is given by
ρˆA(t) =
(
1
2u
∗u(1 + cos(θ)) 12ue
iφ sin(θ)
1
2u
∗e−iφ sin(θ) 1− 12u∗u(1 + cos(θ))
)
(11)
where
u(t) = L−1
(
1
z + iω0 + µ˜(z)
)
=
1
2πi
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
ezt
z + iω0 + µ˜(z)
dz, (12)
L−1 represents the inverse Laplae transform, and
µ˜(z) =
M∑
j=1
g2j
z + iωj
. (13)
The entanglement between the atom and the eld modes depends only on the eigenvalues of ρˆA(t),
p =
1
2
(
1±
√
1− 4 cos4
(
θ
4
)(
|u|2 − |u|4
))
, (14)
so it depends only on the norm of u(t). For M eld modes
|u(t)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
j=0
∏M
k=1 (zj + iδk)∏M
l 6=j (zj − zl)
ezjt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (15)
with the zj values being all the solutions to the equation
z
M∏
k=1
(z + iδk) +
M∑
k=1
g2k M∏
l 6=k
(z + iδl)
 = 0. (16)
Using Eq. (14) we an ompute the EOE or the LN. The LN takes the partiularly simple form
EN = log2
(
1 + 2 cos2
(
θ
2
)√
|u|2 − |u|4
)
(17)
B. Dependene on Initial Conditions
In examining the evolution of entanglement in this system, one of the primary questions is how it depends on initial
onditions. Given the Hamiltonian and the lass of initial states we are onsidering, the entanglement at any point
in time is ompletely independent of the parameter φ on the Bloh sphere for the initial state. While this is lear
for pure states from the form of Eq. (14), we show this is true for mixed initial states as well. The unitary operator
Uˆφ(α) ≡ e−iHˆ0α/(~ω0) ating on an initial state of the form Eq. (4) will simply shift the angle φ of the atomi state
by an amount α. Consider two initial states, χˆ(0) and χˆ′(0) ≡ Uˆφ(α)χˆ(0)Uˆφ(α)†, whih dier only in their oordinate
φ on the Bloh sphere. Sine Hˆ0 ommutes with HˆI , we know
χˆ′(t) = e−iHˆI t/~Uˆφ(α)χˆ(0)Uˆφ(α)
†eiHˆI t/~ = Uˆφ(α)e
−iHˆI t/~χˆ(0)eiHˆI t/~Uˆφ(α)
† = Uˆφ(α)χˆ(t)Uˆφ(α)
†. (18)
Beause Uˆφ(α) represents a loal operation, we also know that the degree of entanglement in the states χˆ(t) and χˆ
′(t)
must be the same.
For the ase where the initial state of the system is a pure state, we an additionally onlude that, while the value
of the entanglement at a given time depends on the θ oordinate of the initial state, qualitative features like the times
at whih loal maxima and minima of entanglement our will be the same for all suh initial pure states. The easiest
way to see this is by looking at Eq. (17), sine the value of |u(t)| at whih the LN reahes extrema does not depend
on θ.
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Figure 1: LN as a funtion of time t and the initial state value of θ on the Bloh sphere for states with dierent values of r,
where g is the value of the atom-eld oupling. In the last ase, of ourse, all values of θ orrespond to the same state.
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Figure 2: The dependene of entanglement on the parameters of the Hamiltonian, the detuning δ and atom-eld oupling g.
The odd numbered minima in the entanglement (as a funtion of time t) inrease and eventually disappear as the detuning
inreases.
IV. SPECIFIC CASE STUDY
A. Single Mode  The Jaynes-Cummings Model
We begin with the ase of a single mode of the eld (M = 1) interating with the atom in the familiar Jaynes-
Cummings model. The Hamiltonian now depends only on the atom-eld oupling g, the eld mode frequeny ω,
and the atomi transition frequeny ω + δ. First, onsider a system in whih the atom is initially in a pure, exited
state and the eld mode is resonant with the atomi transition. In this ase, the system undergoes Rabi osillations
between the separable states |e〉|0〉 and |g〉|1〉, passing through a maximally entangled state eah way. As a result,
the entanglement has the relatively simple osillatory behavior with a time sale set by g. For an initial pure state
we have
u(t) = e−i(ω+
δ
2
)t
[(
∆α+ δ
2∆α
)
e−i
∆α
2
t +
(
∆α− δ
2∆α
)
ei
∆α
2
t
]
(19)
where ∆α ≡
√
δ2 + 4g2. For initially mixed atomi states, the fully density matrix for the bipartite system may be
omputed using the dressed states, as disussed in Set. III A. The variation in the behavior of entanglement in the
δ = 0 ase for dierent initial onditions is shown in Fig. 1. As stated above it does not depend on φ, and many of
the qualitative features suh as the times at whih maximal and minimal entanglement our do not depend on θ.
The other question is how the entanglement generated by the dynamis of the system depends on the parameters
of the Hamiltonian. As is well known for the Jaynes-Cummings model, the time sale of the evolution is the vauum
eetive Rabi frequeny
1
2
√
δ2 + 4g2 . What's more interesting is the dependene on the detuning δ shown in Fig. 2.
7Figure 3: The Bloh sphere for the one-exitation manifold Hˆ0. The vetor representing the quantum state of the system
|ψ〉 preesses in a irle about the vetor for the Hamiltonian HˆI as time advanes. When the state vetor enounters either
pole of the sphere, the state beomes separable. If the state vetor rosses the equator of the sphere, the state is maximally
entangled at that instant. The ratio of the detuning δ to the atom-eld oupling g determines the angle the Hamiltonian vetor
makes with the vertial axis. If δ = 0 the Hamiltonian vetor is horizontal, and as δ/g beomes large the Hamiltonian vetor
approahes the vertial. The vetor for the state starts on the pole of the sphere (due to the initial ondition) and travels
around a irle entered on the Hamiltonian vetor; thus, the irle of preession is a great irle when δ = 0, and the irle
beomes very small when δ/g is large.
For an initial pure state, we an understand the time evolution of entanglement by fousing on the two level system
omposed of the one-exitation states of Hˆ0. This two level system an again be mapped to the Bloh sphere. As
is well known, any time-independent Hamiltonian ating on this system an be represented by a xed vetor, and
the state's evolution under the Hamiltonian an simply be desribed by a preession of the Bloh vetor for the state
about the Hamiltonian vetor. If we hoose the basis to be B = {|e〉|0〉, |g〉|1〉} where the rst state lies at the top of
the Bloh sphere and the seond state lies at the bottom, then we have
HˆI = ~
( −δ/2 g
g δ/2
)
= − δ
2
σˆz + gσˆx = (g, 0,− δ
2
) · ~σ
where ~σ is the (pseudo) vetor assoiated with the Pauli matries, and (g, 0,− δ2 ) beomes the vetor representing the
Hamiltonian. Notie that all points along the "equator" of this Bloh sphere are maximally entangled, beause they
are all equivalent to
1
2 (|e〉|0〉 + |g〉|1〉) by a loal unitary operation. When the detuning is small, the vetor for HˆI
points almost along the x-axis, and the state rotates from |e〉|0〉 to |g〉|1〉 as it evolves in time, rossing the equator
twie, so it passes through two maximally entangled states and two separable states during eah rotation. Fig. 3
illustrates this Bloh sphere piture of the entanglement evolution, whih aounts for all the qualitative features that
appear in Fig. 2.
B. Multiple Modes
With additional modes of the eletromagneti eld, the behavior of the system quikly beomes more omplex. Let
us begin with the bipartite entanglement between the atom and the EMF when the eld has only two modes. First
onsider the symmetri ase, where g1 = g2 ≡ g and δ1 = −δ2 ≡ δ. If the initial state is pure, then we have
u(t) =
δ2 + 2g2 cos
(
t
√
2g2 + δ2
)
δ2 + 2g2
and we an easily ompute the entanglement as a funtion of time. If the initial atomi state is mixed, we an still
ompute the LN by the tehnique mentioned in III A. The dependene on initial onditions in Fig. 4 appears quite
similar to the single mode ase, while the dependene on δ shown in Fig. 4 is somewhat more omplex. We are
more interested, however, in ases where one of the eld modes is very lose to resonane, so a more pratial ase to
investigate is that of three eld modes.
In onsidering a nite number of eld modes, we are primarily thinking of modeling the intraavity eld in avity
QED, partiularly in the optial regime. We will adopt the simplest possible model for suh a avity, two perfetly
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Figure 4: The dependene of the EOE on both time t and the detuning δ from the atomi resonane frequeny for the ase
where there are two EMF modes.
onduting, innite, parallel plates(the avity model used in [14℄). There are two lasses of modes between the
plates: the disrete set of modes with a purely longitudinal wave vetor, whih we will all the "avity modes", and
the ontinuum of modes with a transverse omponent, whih propagate outward along the plates. If we ignore the
oupling between the atom and these transverse traveling modes but rely on the fat that the eet of a single mode
diminishes as it beomes detuned far from resonane, then we an try to approximate the avity by only the nite
number of modes M . This should reet an atual avity in the strong-oupling limit, where g is muh larger than
the spontaneous emission rate or the avity deay rate.
Considering the frequenies of these avity modes, if the mode losest to resonane is detuned by an amount δ then
all other modes will be detuned by an amount δ + k∆ where ∆ is the free spetral range of the avity in angular
frequeny, whih is ∆ = πcL for our simple model. As noted earlier, all the gj values are proportional to eah other, so
if we all the value for the mode losest to resonane g, this sets the value for all the other oupling onstants. Thus,
we are left with only four onstants whose values need be speied.
We will onsider the regime where δ ≪ ∆ (as is often the ase in avity QED experiments); thus, one mode is
almost in resonane, and the next nearest two modes have almost the same detuning. As a result, it will make sense
to onsider only odd total numbers of modes M in trying to understand the avity. With this further speiity, we
may rewrite the formula for |u(t)|. Let M = 2Q+ 1, then
|u(t)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
j=0
∏Q
n=1
(
w2j + n
2∆2
)∏M
l 6=j (wj − wl)
ewjt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (20)
where wj are solutions to the equation
(
w2 − iδw + g2) Q∏
n=1
(
w2 + n2∆2
)
+ 2wg2
Q∑
n=1
(
1− n
2∆2
(ω0 + δ)
2
)−1(
w +
in2∆2
(ω0 + δ)
) Q∏
j 6=n
(
w2 + j2∆2
)
= 0. (21)
We onsider rst the M = 3 ase. When ∆ is small, the time evolution behavior, shown in Fig. 5(a), beomes
onsiderably more omplex with the ontributions of more frequeny omponents to u(t). The eet of the addition
of two more modes in the M = 5 ase is shown in Fig. 5(b). The lear intuitive interpretation that was present in
the single mode ase is not obvious in these ases.
In optial frequeny avity QED experiments, one is generally working in the regime where ω0 ≫ ∆≫ g and δ is
smaller than or on the same order as g. In this ase, other avity modes are far enough away in frequeny to have
little eet on the atom, and the evolution for the multi-mode models beomes nearly idential to that of the single
mode ase. We an alulate the poles in this regime by writing Eq. (21) in terms of the dimensionless parameters
g/∆, ∆/ω0, and δ/ω0 and solving it perturbatively in these small parameters. In experiments, these parameters might
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Figure 5: The evolution with time t of the EOE between an atom in an initially pure, exited state and (a) three modes or
(b) ve modes of the EMF. To highlight the eet of additional modes, we hoose the values for the detuning δ, atom-eld
oupling g, and free spetral range ∆ so that ∆/g = 5, g/δ = 10, and ω0/g = 10
7
, though these are unlikely to be harateristi
of experimental values.
typially have values on the order of 10−4, 10−3, and 10−7 respetively. This perturbative analysis leads to the poles
w = − i
2
(
δ ±
√
δ2 + 4g2
)
(22)
w = ±i
(
k∆+
g2
k∆
)
k ∈
{
1, 2, ...,
M − 1
2
}
(23)
keeping up to terms linear in δ/ω0 and terms quadrati in g/∆ and ∆/ω0 (inluding terms of order g/ω0). This is
the lowest order at whih the poles in Eq. (23) yield non-vanishing ontributions to |u(t)| [24℄. In the sum from Eq.
(20), the poles of the form shown in Eq. (22) give terms of order unity, while poles of the form shown in Eq. (23)
yield terms of order g2/∆2, so in this regime the eets of additional modes are small, but we have found an analyti
expression for the behavior of the system for an arbitrary, nite number of modes.
C. Full Intraavity Field
Another approah toward understanding the eet of the avity is to look at the long-time behavior of entanglement
in the presene of the innite eld modes of the avity. Again, we will use the simple avity model mentioned earlier
onsisting of two innitely large, perfetly onduting parallel plates. We an begin with a box having a square
transverse ross-setion of area A and a longitudinal length L with boundary onditions suh that the eld vanishes
on the plates at the longitudinal boundaries and is periodi on the transverse boundaries. In this ase we an write
g~k =
λ√
ω~kLA
, where the dimensionless quantity λ is the strength of the oupling to the overall eld. As found in [14℄,
µ(s) =
∑
~k
g2~ke
−iω~ks → λ
2
2π2L
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ ∞
|πnL |
e−ik
′sdk′
in the ontinuum limit where A → ∞. Sine this integral learly diverges, we add an exponential uto by taking
s→ s− iǫ to regularize it. With this uto
µǫ(s) =
λ2
2π2L
∞∑
n=−∞
∫ ∞
|πnL |
e−ik
′s−k′ǫdk′ =
λ2
πL
1
ǫ+ is
1 + e−iπ(s−iǫ)/L
1− e−iπ(s−iǫ)/L . (24)
Taking the Laplae transform yields approximately [14℄
µ˜ǫ(z) =
−iλ2
π2ǫ
+
λ2
π2
z ln (ieγeǫz)− iλ
2
πL
[
ln
(
Γ
(
Lz
iπ
))
− Lz
iπ
ln
(
Lz
iπ
)
+
Lz
iπ
+
1
2
ln
(
Lz
2iπ2
)]
+O(ǫ) (25)
where ln (Γ(z)) is dened suh that it has a branh ut on eah ray {−n + iy |n ∈ N& y ∈ R ≥ 0}, and γe is the
Euler-Masheroni onstant. Clearly this expression depends on the uto ǫ, whih we assume to be small. One annot
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in the end take the limit of ǫ → 0 for this model, even with renormalization of the model parameters. ǫ should be
regarded as a phenomenologial parameter that reets the fat that at high frequenies the approximations that
underlie our model (the rotating wave approximation, the two level approximation, et.) must give way to other
physis.
Inserting this result for µ˜(z) into Eq. (12), u(t) may be obtained by nding the residues arising from the poles of
the integrand. As found in [14℄, all poles have a negative real part. From Eq. (15) one an see that the negative real
part of eah pole will ause its ontribution to u(t) to die o exponentially with time, so the pole with the greatest
real part will dominate at long times.
If λ is suiently small, this pole an be found by doing a perturbative expansion in λ that yields
zp = −iω˜0 − µ˜ǫ(−iω˜0) +O
(
λ4
)
= −iΩ− γ (26)
where ω˜0 ≡ ω0 − λ2π2ǫ for notational onveniene. Let us further dene
Ω∞ ≡ ω˜0 − λ
2ω˜0
π2
ln (eγeǫω˜0) . (27)
Ω∞ would be the value of Ω in the ase of the free eld and, therefore, the physially observable dressed value of the
two-level transition frequeny. If we rewrite our expression for zp in terms of this dressed atomi frequeny, we may
write
ω˜0 = Ω∞ +
λ2Ω∞
π2
ln (eγeǫΩ∞) +O
(
λ4
)
, (28)
so then the pole from Eq. (26) beomes
zp = −iΩ∞ − iλ
2
πL
{
ln
[
Γ
(
−LΩ∞
π
)]
+
LΩ∞
π
ln
(
−LΩ∞
π
)
− LΩ∞
π
+
1
2
ln
(
−LΩ∞
2π2
)}
+O (ǫ) +O (λ4) . (29)
This perturbative solution will be valid as long as λ is suiently small that the higher order terms an be ignored
and no branh ut lies between −iΩ∞ and the pole alulated in Eq. (29). Clearly, the expression will not be
valid when LΩ∞/π is a non-negative integer, whih is the ondition for resonane. When Ω∞ is suiently lose to
resonane, we an verify numerially that there will be two losely spaed poles, as one would expet from a simple
Jaynes-Cummings model treatment.
In the ase that the perturbative solution is valid and gives the only pole important at long times, then in that
limit |u(t)| ∝ e−γt from Eq. (26). The value of γ depends on the value of the quantities Ω∞, λ, ǫ, and L. When λ is
suiently small, γ may be obtained by taking the real part of Eq. (29). In other ases it may be found numerially.
Having determined the poles, if they are rst order then the residue for eah will simply be
(
1 + deµ(z)dz
∣∣
zp
)−1
. Com-
bining the expression for |u(t)| at long times with our expressions for entanglement of a pure state yields a relatively
simple behavior for the entanglement. The exponential deay of atomi oherene noted by [14℄ leads to entanglement
that falls o toward zero at long times.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work we have onsidered the interation between a two-level atom and dierent numbers of eletromagneti
eld modes with the aim of gaining a detailed desription and deeper understanding of the nature and dynamis of
quantum entanglement between the atom and the eld. We have produed exat results (given the usual atom-eld
interation Hamiltonian derived from making the rotating wave, dipole, and two-level approximations) that go beyond
the usual single-mode Jaynes-Cummings model and give the omplete development of quantum entanglement in time
for a system where the eld is initially in the vauum state.
On the eet of initial onditions of the atom in the general ase, we nd that quantum entanglement is not
aeted by the φ angle of the initial atomi state on the Bloh sphere. For initially pure atomi states, we also nd
that qualitative features of the time evolution of entanglement remain the same for dierent values of θ.
For the ase where the avity has only one dominant eld mode, our alulations reprodue the familiar results for
the Jaynes-Cummings model obtained before [6, 8, 17℄. Our result shows the expeted osillations of entanglement
between the atom and the eld, inluding periodi omplete disentanglement in the resonant ase. While many prior
treatments assume a pure initial atom-eld state or that the eld mode is resonant with the 2LA, we have alulated
the entanglement when the initial state (and, thus, the state at all times) of the atom-eld system is mixed. We have
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also shown the eets of detuning from resonane on the dynamis, giving a simple oneptual piture that aounts
for all qualitative features.
For the situation when the atom is oupled to a nite number of eletromagneti eld modes, sine our alulation
made no weak-oupling approximation, we are able to give a detailed aount of the behavior of entanglement in
the strong-oupling regime. Indeed, if one wishes to relate this to an atual avity QED system where losses due
to spontaneous emission and avity damping are present, our losed-system treatment will be useful exlusively in
the ase of strong oupling g ≫ κ, γ at suiently early times where κt ≪ 1 and γt ≪ 1, wherein dissipation is
insigniant and an be ignored.
We have disussed how the eets of these additional modes far from resonane are small in the normal parameter
range of urrent avity QED experiments. On the other hand, if the system were plaed in the super-strong-oupling
regime, where g is omparable to the free spetral range of the avity ∆, then we an see from Fig. 5 that the
dynamis are signiantly altered from those of the single-mode ase. Our alulations add new, signiant features
to the behavior of the entanglement.
It has been suggested [12℄ that one may be able to reah the super-strong-oupling regime experimentally in a
system with many ultraold atoms trapped in an optial lattie inside the avity. Under the right irumstanes, our
alulations might apply to suh a system. If the experimental realization were suh that the intraavity eld oupled
almost identially to the internal states of all N atoms so that the system behaved like the Tavis-Cummings model
[18℄, then our model ould still be applied if the atoms were initially prepared in the Dike state |N/2,−(N − 1)/2〉
[19℄ (i.e., a olletive state with one exitation symmetrized over all atoms). In this ase, the olletive dipole of the
atomi sample behaves like a single, two-level atom with enhaned oupling onstant g → g
√
N . Of ourse, in general
the situation may be onsiderably more omplex than a Tavis-Cummings type model, but at the least our results
suggest interesting new dynamis for quantum entanglement in this super-strong-oupling regime.
Finally, we have treated the ase of a 2LA interating with the innite number of modes present in an intraavity
eld and given an aount of the long-time behavior of their entanglement. In this model we have assumed that the
mirrors are perfetly reeting. There are two possible approahes to applying these results to a physial avity with
damping. If the damping time sale is suiently longer than the other important dynamial time sales then the
damping an be ignored for times κt ≪ 1, and one an apply our results diretly. Alternately, one ould modify the
treatment we have given by using avity eld modes that extend through the avity mirrors to the exterior, as would
exist with partially transmitting mirrors, though the entanglement alulated would still be with the entire eld, not
merely the intraavity portion.
Though our solution for the avity ase ould be evaluated numerially at any time, we pay speial attention to the
long-time behavior where an analyti result an be found. In order for this regime to be meaningfully applied to a
physial system with κ 6= 0, one requires that suh long times are still signiantly shorter than 1/κ. The long-time
solution we have presented requires all other ontributions to u(t) to be negligibly small. These orrespond to poles
in the omplex plane with negative real parts that are larger in absolute value. If the next most signiant term has a
real part −γ′, then the time sale that denes long times will be (γ′ − γ)−1. Given that we expet any other poles to
move o to innity in the omplex plane as λ→ 0, if λ is small enough the time sale that denes long times should
beome omparatively short, and there should be a window of validity where it an be onsidered long times and yet
κ may be ignored.
In obtaining these exat solutions, we are able to see several features of the dynamis. With the innite olletion
of modes, we nd that the terms from Eq. (12) are exponentially deaying, leading to a behavior in whih the
entanglement dissipates at long times. By ontrast, when only a few eld modes are inluded eah term is purely
osillatory and no suh deay is present. In eah of the ases with an innite olletion of eld modes, our exat
alulation leads to the expression for µ˜(z) that an be used to evaluate u(t) numerially in order to obtain the
behavior of the system. To give more onrete results, we have examined the long-time behavior working out the
result perturbatively in the oupling λ. While this long-time behavior results in an exponential deay of oherene in
the atom [14℄ harateristi of Markovian behavior of the atom (now onsidered as an open system with the eld modes
integrated away), our exat result for the total system an provide a hek on how good the various approximations
introdued for any desription of the open system ould be. These features ould be explored by solving the equations
we derived here numerially in partiular limits of interest.
We addressed the strong-oupling regime above. Another important feature whih our study of the full dynamis
of the total system an provide some omparison with is the non-Markovian versus Markovian dynamis of a related
open system. As is explained in the Introdution a la Zwanzig's projetion operator paradigm, the exat and omplete
desription of the total system (via an ordinary dierential equation) an be transribed to that of a distinguished
subsystem (where one desires a detailed desription) with the dynamis of all the other subsystems it interats with
subsumed in the non loal kernels of integro-dierential equation it obeys. This is the origin of non-Markovian
dynamis with memory in a losed system. The open-system dynamis is only one step away from this, when one
deides to oarse-grain away to varying extents the degrees of freedom of the other subsystems the distinguished
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system interats with. That is why the dynamis of suh open systems are generially non-Markovian dynamis. The
unitary dynamis of a losed ombined system thus oers the best way to ompare the relation of the non-Markovian
dynamis of the open system with the Markovian dynamis of the same open system and assess the auray of
various approximations introdued for its desription. In the ases that inlude a nite number of eld modes, one
an obtain suh subsystem dynamis quite diretly from our solution for the total system dynamis. For a long time
quantum atomi-optial experiments have operated in parameter ranges where the dynamis give relatively simple
yet highly aurate results, so these issues have been largely ignored. But with stronger ouplings, shorter times, and
many orrelated atoms present (the ase of old atoms in optial latties is a familiar one) this luxury may not be
available for too long.
The ever inreasing apability for exquisite ontrol of atom-eld interations in the laboratory and the inreasing
demands of quantum information appliations require ever inreasing auray in our theoretial modeling of these
quantum systems. In addition, optial avity QED is now truly approahing the regime of strong oupling. By
working out the dynamis of quantum entanglement in this simple system exatly, in the regime of strong oupling
and without making any ompromising approximations (like the popular Born-Markov approximation), we hope to
begin to unover some new features of this realm of physis. Ours is really just a small step in this diretion. There
remains muh work to be done, both to understand the generi behaviors of these simple systems by model studies
and to add more features to the theoretial models that an provide a loser depition of reality, aptured in the near
future by higher preision experiments.
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